Robots are required to not only learn spatial concepts autonomously but also utilize such knowledge for various tasks in a domestic environment. Spatial concept represents a multimodal place category acquired from the robot's spatial experience including vision, speech-language, and self-position. The aim of this study is to enable a mobile robot to perform navigational tasks with human speech instructions, such as 'Go to the kitchen', via probabilistic inference on a Bayesian generative model using spatial concepts. Specifically, path planning was formalized as the maximization of probabilistic distribution on the path-trajectory under speech instruction, based on a control-as-inference framework. Furthermore, we described the relationship between probabilistic inference based on the Bayesian generative model and control problem including reinforcement learning. We demonstrated path planning based on human instruction using acquired spatial concepts to verify the usefulness of the proposed approach in the simulator and in real environments. Experimentally, places instructed by the user's speech commands showed high probability values, and the trajectory toward the target place was correctly estimated. Our approach, based on probabilistic inference concerning decision-making, can lead to further improvement in robot autonomy.
Introduction
It is an important challenge for autonomous robots to perform various service tasks using concepts and vocabulary related to places that have been learned adaptively only from interaction with humans and environments [1, 2] . This direction is required for robots to coexist with humans and operate in diverse living environments. Particularly, navigational tasks from speech input could reduce the user's burden in a domestic environment. To perform tasks through human-robot speech interaction, semantic mapping, a research field that deals with the meaning of places and grounding of spatial language in robots, is highly useful and effective [3, 4] . As a semantic mapping method including place categorization, a Bayesian generative model named SpCoSLAM that acquired spatial concepts, i.e., categorical knowledge of places from multimodal information through unsupervised learning, has been proposed [5, 6] . In this paper, we focus on a method by which a robot utilized spatial concepts learned from its own experience for navigational tasks. Path planning will be performed for the target state of a spatial concept conveyed through a human speech instruction, such as 'Guide to the kitchen.' and 'Go to Daddy's room. ' . Our approach has the advantage that local names, which are learned without annotations, can The robot obtains the present estimated position, scenery, and speech signal, and acquires spatial knowledge, such as the relationship between words and places. Bottom: Navigation phase for path planning with learned spatial concepts and human speech instruction in SpCoNavi (proposed method). (iii) The user instructs the target place, such as 'Go to the meeting space. ' We assume specific trigger words for the execution of navigation, such as 'Go to'. (iv) The robot estimates the path-trajectory toward a better target place using spatial concepts, as shown by the dotted bold red line. In this case, the path to the closest of the two target places is selected.
be used for navigation in the individual environment for each family or community. Therefore, users only need to speak to the robot from learning to task execution, namely they are not required to possess expertise in robotics. Figure 1 shows the overview of learning and navigational tasks with human speech instruction.
Here, to achieve path planning and navigation, decision-making is formulated based on a framework of control-as-inference (CaI), which is recently attracted attention [7, 8] . The CaI bridged the theoretical gap between the probabilistic inference and the control problems including reinforcement learning (RL) [9] . Mukadam et al. proposed the method for simultaneous trajectory estimation and planning via probabilistic inference [10, 11] . Generally, RL is used for planning and decision-making, including maze-solving tasks by robots. However, in domestic-environment navigational tasks, it is not realistic to learn a policy by trial-and-error methods for RL each time the target is displaced by human instructions. Therefore, our method adopts a probabilistic inference based on the CaI framework for the generative model of SpCoSLAM. Further, in general RL, the task-dependent knowledge tends to be learned. Instead, spatial concepts have the advantage that can be applied to various tasks because it is task-independent knowledge.
Path planning estimates a path-trajectory from the current position to the goal; however, it is not practical to explicitly obtain the robot with a definitive goal-point each time. Generally, conventional global path planning methods, e.g., the A search algorithm, probabilistic roadmap (PRM) [12] , rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT) [13] , as well as extension methods [14] , need specify xy-coordinates of target-posture or goal-point on the map. There is a limitation in specifying these coordinates in that they depend strongly on the goal-point determination method. Alternatively, recent research on navigational tasks have used vision and language as signals to move toward the target [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Our method can autonomously determine actions toward the target place from only human speech instructions, using spatial concepts, which are the internal spatial knowledge formed bottom-up.
Previous studies [5, 21] did not discuss theoretical methods of applying spatial concepts to decision-making for path-trajectory. As a substitute, these studies estimated the likeliest goal-position from a speech signal, using the spatial concepts. This approach is adopted in place recognition experiments using a speech signal in [5] . Additionally, a similar heuristic method was adopted in robotics competitions for designing life-support in domestic environments, e.g., RoboCup@Home league and World Robot Summit 2018 [21] . However, a conventional approach using spatial concepts has a problem in that a goal for an inappropriate place far from the current position may be determined. To solve these issues, we realize navigation that considers the optimality of the entire trajectory theoretically on the CaI framework.
The objective of this study is to enable a mobile robot to use spatial concepts to perform navigational tasks through an approach integrating the control problems represented by RL into the probabilistic inference on a Bayesian generative model mathematically. Accordingly, this study focuses on action determination for a path-trajectory by robots on SpCoSLAM. Moreover, we conducted a navigational task experiment based on human-robot interactions using acquired spatial concepts to verify the usefulness of the proposed approach. Our approach has the following advantages. The robot can reach the closest and most suitable place among several places under an ambiguous instruction, e.g., 'Go to bedroom' in three-bedroom home environments. Additionally, the robot can successfully navigate through various instructions using a many-to-many correspondence between places and words, e.g., cases where (i) multiple places called by the same name exist, (ii) multiple names in the same place exist, and (iii) the target place is specified by a speech instruction containing multiple place names.
The main contributions of our study are as follows:
• We realized global path planning with speech instruction under spatial concepts, acquired from the bottom-up by the robot, without setting an explicit goal-position. • We formulated decision-making on the generative process of SpCoSLAM as the maximization of trajectory probability based on the CaI framework.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an overview of the Bayesian generative model for learning, along with the formulation and online learning algorithm, SpCoSLAM. In Section 3, we present our method SpCoNavi by probabilistic inference for navigation and path planning. In Section 4, we demonstrate the experimental result by evaluation and comparison in the simulator environments. In Section 5, we demonstrate the application potentiality of SpCoNavi through some examples in the simulator environments. In Section 6, we discuss the effectiveness of our method in a real environment. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Background: Online learning for spatial concepts and lexical acquisition with mapping
We introduce SpCoSLAM [5] as an unsupervised learning method for acquisition of spatial knowledge to use in a navigational task.
Overview
SpCoSLAM integrates simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [22] with a place categorization based on multimodal information including positions, speech-language, and image features. Figure 2 shows the graphical model representation of SpCoSLAM for learning the global parameters, and Table 1 lists each variable of the graphical model. The details of the formulation of the generative process represented by the graphical model are described in Appendix A. The online learning algorithm in SpCoSLAM has the advantage that can simultaneously learn a map, spatial concepts, and a language model without any prior knowledge of the environment or place names. Further, it learns the many-to-many correspondences between places and words via spatial concepts and can mutually complement the uncertainty of information using Figure 2 . Graphical model representation of SpCoSLAM for learning [5] . The graphical model represents the conditional dependency between random variables. Gray nodes indicate observation variables, and white nodes denote unobserved latent variables. SpCoSLAM, an integrated model, can perform multimodal spatial concept formation, lexical acquisition, and SLAM simultaneously. Parameter of multinomial distribution for index Ct of spatial concepts φ l Parameter of multinomial distribution for index it of the position distribution θ l Parameter of multinomial distribution for the image feature W l Parameter of multinomial distribution for the names of places LM Language model (n-gram and word dictionary) AM Acoustic model for speech recognition α, β, γ, χ, λ, Hyperparameters of prior distributions m 0 , κ 0 , V 0 , ν 0 multimodal information. Via this method, the robot learns sequential spatial concepts for unknown environments without maps. Lexical acquisition including unknown words is also possible by sequentially updating the language model. Further, this method can estimate an appropriate number of clusters of spatial concepts and position distributions depending on the data using the so-called online Chinese restaurant process [23] . Additionally, to enable long-term learning for a real robot with limited calculation resources, a scalable and improved online learning algorithm was developed [6] .
Formulation for the online learning algorithm
The online learning algorithm introduces sequential equation updates to estimate the parameters of the spatial concepts into the formulation of a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter [24] in the FastSLAM 2.0 [25] and its grid-based SLAM [26] . The particle filter is advantageous in that parallel processing can be easily applied because particles can be calculated independently.
In the formulation of SpCoSLAM, the joint posterior distribution can be factorized to the probability distributions of a language model LM , a map m, the set of model parameters of spatial concepts Θ = {W, µ, Σ, θ, φ, π}, the joint distribution of the self-positions x 0:t , and the set of latent variables C 1:t = {i 1:t , C 1:t , S 1:t }. We describe the joint posterior distribution as
where the set of hyperparameters is denoted by h = {α, β, γ, χ, λ, m 0 , κ 0 , V 0 , ν 0 }.
The learning procedure for each step is described in Appendix B. The variables of the joint posterior distribution can be learned by Gibbs sampling, which is a Markov chain Monte-Carlobased batch learning algorithm, in a manner similar to the nonparametric Bayesian spatial concept acquisition method (SpCoA) [27] .
SpCoNavi: Spatial Concept-Based Navigation under Human Speech Instructions
We propose a spatial concept-based navigation method (SpCoNavi) from human speech instructions, using probabilistic inference on the graphical model in the generative process in the same manner as in SpCoSLAM. Here, we define the navigation and path planning problem as trajectory probability maximization under human speech instruction. This problem definition is different from the conventional setting that the robot extracts the goal-position explicitly from human speech and navigates toward it.
In the probabilistic inference, various uncertainties occurring in speech recognition and selflocalization need be addressed. Our task setting is an extended version of a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) with several uncertainties because SpCoSLAM is a model that integrates multimodal categorization into Bayesian filter-based SLAM. Moreover, it finds an inference based on an overall integrated model, allowing it to make complementary inferences of multimodal information that consider uncertainties in random variables. We consider this to enable overall optimal path planning in the model.
Formulation and derivation
A reasonably accurate map of the environment, spatial concepts, and lexicon, are assumed to have already been acquired. Consequently, SpCoSLAM has been in operation in the environment and each model parameter for the learning result from the last time-step has been fixed. Figure 3 shows a graphical model for path planning for navigation based on SpCoSLAM. The subscript T denotes the last time-step of path planning, and when the start time-step is t = 1, it denotes a planning horizon. Here, the mathematical formula is denoted as t = 1.
Our method estimates an action sequence u 1:T (and the path x 1:T on the map) in which the probabilistic distribution representing trajectory τ = {u 1:T , x 1:T } is maximized when a human speech instruction y t is given. The equation used to identify the action sequence when the probability distribution that is the objective function takes the maximum value is as
A set of learned global parameters include the map m, a set of model parameters represent spatial concepts Θ, and the language model LM is denoted as
Here, we assume that the self-position x 0 at a previous time-step is provided. In reality, the default position set beforehand or an estimated value obtained through a self-localization method such as Monte-Carlo localization (MCL) [28] is available. Moreover, we assume that speech instruction y t is an observed variable denoting a goal-signal; furthermore, the same observations can be continuously obtained from the current time-step t = 1 to planning horizon T as quasiobservation y 1:T . This assumption is based on the fact that an observation y t corresponds to a binary random variable O t that indicates whether a state-action pair is optimal in the CaI framework [8] (see Section 3.2 and Appendix C). Note that the speech signal of the uttered sentence at the time-step t is actually real-time time-series data, i.e., y t = (y t,1 , y t,2 , . . . , y t,Dt ). From a different perspective, this assumption can be interpreted as the robot internally repeats the speech instruction content for a certain time period, i.e., it keeps conscious to reach the destination. Therefore, by maximizing the posterior probability distribution, conditioned on quasi-observation y 1:T as shown in Equation (2), an optimal trajectory for moving to the position indicated by the spatial concept is estimated.
To calculate Equation (2), the latent variables, depth sensor data z 1:T , indices of position distribution i 1:T , indices of spatial concept C 1:T , and word sequences S 1:T must be marginalized. Subsequently, although image feature f 1:T is also an unobserved variable, it does not have to be considered in the calculation because of the conditional independence relationships among the variables in the graphical model. Furthermore, the set of N -best speech recognition results S N T , which is represented by bag-ofwords (BoW), is used because the direct calculation of the probability value representing speech recognition p(S T | y T , AM, LM ) is difficult. This makes it possible to deal with uncertainty in speech recognition errors. The speech instruction y T is assumed as the same observation from t = 1 to T ; therefore, the same BoW S N T is copied for the entire time. Moreover, we assume that p(u t ) and p(x t ) are uniform distributions. Additionally, because the term obtained through z t marginalization only affects a measurement model p(z t | x t , m) for self-localization, it can be expressed as zt p(z t | x t , m) = 1.
To avoid obstacles on the map, the map-based motion model [22] would be more appropriate,
. We can utilize a motion model while considering the cost map p(x t | m), where the probability of an obstacle being in a cell is 0, and the closer the robot approaches the obstacle, the lower the probability is, i.e., a probabilistic expression of robot's configuration space (C-space). Figure 4 shows the visualization example of the grid map and the cost map in the environment.
Consequently, the trajectory posterior probability distribution given the condition y t at all times t ∈ {1, . . . , T } is shown as
where Mult() is multinomial distribution and N () is multivariate normal distribution. The probability value is calculated for each state in the environment, and the path-trajectory is estimated using a Viterbi algorithm based on dynamic programming.
Correspondence relationship with RL and control as probabilistic inference
In this section, we discuss the relationship between SpCoNavi and RL from the perspective of CaI. The detail of the formulation of CaI is described in Appendix C.
In the graphical model of SpCoNavi, the probabilistic distribution that corresponds to the generative process on the optimality variable O t in [8] is represented as
Equation (4) implies that the continuous speech signal y t is an extension of the binary random variable O t in [8] to a continuous many-valued variable. Subsequently, u t has been eliminated from the dependency of the random variables based on the graphical model. Equation (3) before marginalization can be expressed as
Here, the reward function r ΘG|yt (x t ) parameterized by Θ G under the condition y t is shown as
This reward function is nothing less than the log-likelihood of the emission probability in Equation (3) . In other words, changing the observation y t changes the destination, at which a higher reward is given. Additionally, this approach enables the robot to perform navigational tasks without explicitly providing manually designed rewards, indicating that it can avoid problems associated with reward design in RL. The policy function can be shown as π ϑ (x t , u t+1 ) = p(u t+1 | x t , ϑ), where ϑ is a parameter for the policy function. The optimal policy function can be shown as
where ϑ * is an optimal policy parameter. Equation (7) indicates that ϑ * is a parameter for an approximate distribution in the probability distribution of the right side. However, using our path planning method, Equation (3) can be inferred from the probability distributions defined in the generative process. Therefore, policy searches such as that performed in RL can be substituted by learning model parameters Θ G .
Approximate inference by A search algorithm
In the inference by the Viterbi algorithm, if the number of states and actions increases, the computational cost becomes large. Therefore, we discuss and propose an approximate inference method using the A search algorithm. In this case, the state x t and the action u t are discretized. We can consider a method of considering the cost map and emission probability into the A* and selecting the closest one or the most suitable one among several candidates.
(a) When the robot hears a user's speech signal y t including a place's name, it estimates the possible goal-positions. The positions are estimated as follows:
where the j-th sampled position is denoted as x as the goal and plans a path using the A search algorithm. The cost function of A uses the negative log-likelihood of the emission probability in Equation (6). (c) The robot selects a trajectory, from the start to the goal, that has the minimum cumulative cost among all candidates.
This method appears as a facile and heuristic extension of the conventional method of estimating a goal-point using spatial concepts. Therefore, theoretical optimality is not guaranteed. The inference by the Viterbi algorithm can theoretically estimate the optimal solution within the CaI framework. However, we believe that this method using A is positioned as a greedy approximate inference method for our method. This approximate method loses the optimality on the entire trajectory; however, a solution close to the optimal solution or a sub-optimal solution may be obtained.
Experiment I-A: Simulator environment
We demonstrate that a robot with acquired spatial concepts can successfully plan a path using our method. Moreover, we verify whether it can appropriately navigate to a nearby place when multiple places denoted by the same name exist in the environment.
Condition
The simulator environment was SIGVerse version 3.0 [29] , a client-server based architecture that can connect the robot operating system (ROS) [30] and Unity. The virtual robot model in SIGVerse was Toyota's Human Support Robot (HSR) [31] . We used 10 three-bedroom home environments 1 , with different layout and room size, created via Sweet Home 3D 2 , a free software for interior design. The robot performed SLAM to generate an environment map using the gmapping package in the ROS. We used the navigation and costmap 2d package in the ROS to obtain a global cost map. Spatial concepts and position distributions were 10 for each environment. For each place, on average, 15 training datasets were provided. The latent variables C t and i t were assumed to be almost accurately estimated, and model parameters of the spatial concept were obtained via Gibbs sampling, similar to [27] . The word dictionary was provided in advance. The hyperparameters for learning were set as follows: α = 1.0, γ = 1.0, β = 0.1, (2, 2) , and ν 0 = 3. The planning horizon was T = 200. The robot's initial position was set from arbitrary movable coordinates on the map. The user provided a word as an instruction of the target place's name.
Although the state of self-position x t takes a continuous value in reality, here, it is expressed discretely for each movable cell in the occupancy grid map m. The position represents the two-dimensional coordinate as x t = (x, y) T The motion model-state transition probabilityassumes a deterministic model. The control value u t is assumed to move one cell from its current position on the map per time-step. The action u t is discretized into stay, forward, backward, and side-to-side movements, i.e., the set of action types is A = {stay, up, down, left, right}.
Evaluation metrics and comparison methods
For evaluation, we corrected the position within the rectangular area surrounding the position coordinates provided as the same name of place. The navigation success rate (NSR), a metric for evaluating whether a generated path reaches the indicated target place, is calculated as NSR = n C /n U , where n U denotes the number of trials and n C the number of correct positions. Additionally, when several places have the same name, the rate at which the robot reached the closest place from the initial position is considered the Near-NSR. Furthermore, we evaluate the estimated path-length (PL) when the robot reaches the target place.
We compare the performance of following methods:
(A) SpCoNavi (Proposed method) This method uses the probabilistic inference based on the Viterbi algorithm, as shown in Section 3.1. (B) SpCoNavi (Approximate inference) This method uses an approximate inference based on the A search algorithm, as shown in Section 3.3. The number of position candidates is J = 10. The heuristic function of A uses − log(p(u t )) times the Manhattan distance from the current position to the temporary goal-position. The probability of an action is p(u t ) = 1/|A|, where |A| is the number of action types. (C) Baseline method (Spatial concept) This method uses spatial concepts as a conventional approach. When the robot hears a user's speech signal y t including a place's name, it estimates a position x * t indicated by the uttered sentence. This estimation was calculated as x * t = argmax xt p(x t | y t , Θ G ). It was approximated using the N -best speech recognition results S N t in the same manner as [5] . We use the mean values of the position distribution as position candidates for x * t . The robot sets the estimated position x * t as the goal and plans a path by using the A search algorithm. The heuristic function of A uses the Manhattan distance from the current position to the goal. The cost map value is used as main˙AR the cost of a position to generate a path away from obstacles. The cost of an action is 1.0 for each time-step. (D) Baseline method (Database) This method uses database without spatial concept formation as a conventional approach. Among the datasets used for learning the spatial concepts, a goal-position, which includes the word in the instruction, is randomly selected. The robot sets the estimated position x * t as the goal and plans a path by using the A search algorithm. The setting of A is the same as (C). (E) Baseline method (Random) This method randomly selects the goal from all positions in the dataset, as chance-level. The robot sets the selected position as the goal and plans a path using the A search algorithm. The setting of A is the same as (C).
The experiment is a comparison between SpCoNavi (A) and the conventional methods (C, D), rather than a comparison with A . Therefore, the experimental comparison focuses on how to use spatial concepts for path planning. More generally, these baselines correspond to the classical approaches of identifying only the goal-position from any semantic map in other studies. Table 2 shows the average values of 20 trials of NSR, Near-NSR, and PL when the word 'bedroom' was provided as an instruction. Compared to baseline methods, ours showed higher accuracy and a shorter path-length. Particularly, our method could estimate the trajectory from the current position to the closest place when multiple places with the same name existed.
Result of the comparison of methods
The NSR of baselines (C, D) did not reach 1.00 because of the goal-coordinate estimation method, not A . Baselines have a risk that the goal-coordinates may be set to a non-movable point with an obstacle. In path planning failure in (C), there was a case where the center of the formed spatial concept was in a no-free-space cell position, and the goal was set at that position. In (D), there was a case where a goal was set on the obstacle or the outside of the room because of the self-localization error and the displacement of the map. However, our method could estimate the path toward the movable cell by considering the joint probability on the trajectory. Furthermore, the baseline (C) could not estimate a path toward a nearby place because it selected the position representing the most instructed place name regardless of the initial value. Figure 5 shows the example of the environment, learned spatial concepts, and path planning results obtained by (A -C), respectively. Results of baseline (D, E) were omitted from the figure because these were the same as or worse than (C). In our method, the emission probability on a log scale-the log-likelihood for each cell on the map-is expressed as a color map. The estimated path-trajectory is denoted by a red line. The initial position is different for each environment; however, it is the same for all methods in a given environment. In our method, the emission probabilities of the bedrooms showed higher values than that of other places and the trajectory was estimated towards that place. Although A used the cost map as a cost function, our method could generate safe trajectories avoiding the obstacles by the probabilistic distribution representation considering the cost map derived from the entire internal structure of a Bayesian generative model. Overall, our method showed its tendency to go towards the closest bedroom, even if the command was ambiguous, such as 'Go to bedroom'. Therefore, we could estimate the appropriate trajectory to reach the range of the target place contrary to conventional methods.
In the approximate inference (B), it tended to select the shortest path among candidates. Therefore, the PL of (B) was smaller than (A). In some cases, the path was too short to reach the target place, as shown in the last environment of Fig. 5 . This result may be the limit of the heuristic extension of the conventional method using the spatial concept. Compared to (A), the calculation time of (B) was reduced by 147.25 times on average. Figure 6 shows the log-likelihood values per step and cumulative values up to the planning horizon. If the estimated path is shorter than the planning horizon T , we assume that the robot will stay in end position until time-step T . SpCoNavi (A) had the highest log-likelihood on the whole. Particularly, (A), which estimates the entire path-trajectory, obtained a higher likelihood in a shorter step than (C). Consequently, our method can estimate a path with a high cumulative reward. In Fig. 6, (B) showed that tends to a log-likelihood value closer to (A) than other methods during the early steps in value per step (left figure) , and all steps in cumulative value (right figure) . It indicates that the approximation accuracy of (B) is high. However, after step 80, the log-likelihood values per step of (C) were higher than those of (B) because the likeliest position in the entire environment was set as the goal even if it was far away in (C). Here, we present the application potentiality of SpCoNavi in navigational task with human instructions. We demonstrate qualitatively typical examples of navigational tasks according to our method when using a many-to-many correspondence between places and words.
Situation setting and condition
The experimental condition is the same as Section 4.1, except for the manner in which the place's name is provided.
(a) Moving to the typical place from among several candidates We demonstrate that the robot can move to a more typical and familiar place rather than a closer place. In Section 4, each bedroom was given the same number of training word data; three bedrooms were usually used about the same amount in that environment. However, it is also possible that the three bedrooms are not used to the comparable amount, i.e., each place's number of observed words in training data is unequal. For example, there may be one or two out of three bedrooms that are rarely used because they are used as guest rooms.
(b) Multiple names associated with a same place
We demonstrated that the robot could estimate the path not only when multiple places with the same name existed, but also when multiple names were assigned to the same place. For example, we consider that a living room is represented by three names, including local names in this home environment. The robot is required to move to the same place irrespective of which name is chosen.
(c) Conjunction relationship in words representing places
When two place names are provided in a sentence, the emission probabilities represent the conjunction relationship between all places indicated by two names if their parts are covered or shared. In other words, it brings a similar effect on the AND operation between two places. For example, the user can instruct the robot in more detail; 'Go to the north bedroom.' rather than 'bedroom'.
(d) Disjunction relationship in words representing places
When two place names are provided in a sentence, the emission probabilities represent the disjunction relationship between places indicated by two names if they are located separately. In other words, it causes a similar effect on the OR operation between two places. For example, the user can instruct the robot with 'Go to kitchen or dining-room.', when the user wants the robot to move to any one of the two places. The words given by the user in training are the same as Section 4.1.
Result
Figure 7 (a) shows the estimated result of the case of moving to the typical place among several candidates, when the target place was 'dining-room'. In equality, three bedrooms were given as a comparable amount. In inequality-I, the upper-right bedroom was less used than the other bedrooms. In inequality-II, the lower-left bedroom was more used than the other bedrooms. Consequently, the equality estimated the path that led to the closest place among the three bedrooms, inequality-I estimated a path that led to the closer place between two typical bedrooms, rather than the closest place, and inequality-II estimated a path that led to the farthest place. If a nearby instructed place is rarely used, it implies a lower log-likelihood, and if a far instructed place is often used, it implies a higher log-likelihood. Therefore, the robot can navigate to a suitable place. Figure 7 (b) shows the estimated result of the case of the multiple names associated with a place, when target places were 'living-room', 'front-of-the-TV', and 'Puppy's-relaxing-space', respectively. Consequently, the robot could estimate the same path with the probabilities for each word representing the same place. The spatial concepts including local names that learned in this environment could be applied to the path planning by our method. Figure 7 (c) shows the estimated result of the conjunction relationship in words representing places, when target places were 'bedroom', 'north', and 'north and bedroom', respectively. In the bedroom, the result was the same as Section 4.3. In the north, the robot learned the area of the lower side in this environment as 'north'. Places on the lower side showed higher emission probabilities than those on the upper side. In north and bedroom, the robot could estimate the path to the place that matched both areas indicated by two words. Figure 7 (d) shows the estimated result of the disjunction relationship in words representing places, when target places were 'kitchen', 'dining-room', and 'kitchen or dining-room', respectively. The results showed the path to a target place when the robot was given one word in the dining-room and the kitchen. Moreover, when the robot was given two words representing different places, emission probabilities of both places showed higher values than others.
Although limited to some cases, our method could properly estimate the emission probabilities representing intended places without syntactic analysis in the sentence; the robot can automatically estimate the destination area from the relationship between places and names without having the meaning of OR or AND separately. We believe that in the future work, we will combine it with parsing and semantic analysis to achieve a more complex and comprehensive linguistic navigation.
Experiment II: Real robot environment
Here, we demonstrate qualitatively that the robot, after acquiring the spatial concepts, can plan appropriate paths using our method in a real environment.
Condition
The user says /** ni iqte/ in Japanese (which means 'Go to **.' in English) as the speech instruction. ** denotes the phoneme sequence for each place name. The experimental environment was identical to that in the open dataset albert-b-laser-vision, which was obtained from the robotics dataset repository (Radish) [32] . Further, we used the global parameters Θ G (map, parameters of spatial concept, and language model) of the maximum likelihood particle at step 50 learned in SpCoSLAM 2.0 [6] . We used the navigation and costmap 2d package in the ROS to obtain a global cost map. The planning horizon was T = 300, and the N -best speech recognition was N = 10. Julius dictation-kit-v4.4 (DNN-HMM decoding) [33] was used for speech recognition. The microphone was a SHURE PG27-USB. The robot's initial position was set at the center of the map. Here, the state x t is expressed discretely for each movable cell in the occupancy grid map m. The action u t is assumed to move one cell from the current position on the map per time-step by being discretized into forward, backward, side-to-side, and diagonal movements. Figure 8 shows the results for path planning. The log-likelihood values of the place that was instructed by the user's speech instruction were higher than other places. This means that the reward value indicating the destination was changed by the speech instruction. Consequently, the trajectory toward the instructed place was estimated in a real environment. In Fig. 8 (d) , the trajectory stopped in front of the target place's wall. Emission probability's propagating across the wall will be solved by applying the method based on the conditional random field in [34] . Our method has the advantage that it can be also applied to different POMDP-based models for spatial concepts, e.g., [34, 35] .
Result
The NSR average value for nine taught places in our method was 0.667, the same value as in the conventional method (C). A navigation result depends on learning result of the spatial concepts and the speech recognition result based on the learned word dictionary. It is suggested that more accurate global parameter's learning results will bring more accurate navigation. However, because generalization, i.e., segmentation and clustering for places and speeches, can suppress data noise and uncertainty, we consider that our method works sufficiently well in many cases, even if a slight mistake at the learning exists. For example, in Fig. 8 (c) , the correct phoneme sequence spoken was /kyouiNkeNkyuushitsu/ (Faculty lab. in English). However, the robot succeeded in speech recognition of the word /kyoiNkeNkiyushitsu/, and it could move to the correct target place.
Conclusion
We proposed SpCoNavi 1 : A path planning method with only speech instruction as an input that uses spatial concepts acquired autonomously by the robot. Unlike many conventional path planning methods, our method need not specify goal-points on the map, and navigates to the destination based on speech interaction with the user. Additionally, we discussed the relationship between RL and our method based on CaI, and the approximate inference of SpCoNavi based on the heuristic extension of the conventional method. Experimental results showed that our method estimated the trajectory to a place instructed by a speech instruction. Further, because our method is based on global path planning, when the robot actually operates, it is assumed that it moves while performing self-localization by MCL along the estimated path. Then, if a position shifts or an obstacle appears, the robot can perform local path planning to overcome these issues.
In future work, we will attempt to further reduce the computational complexity for real-time navigation by making a topological map or combining it with other planning algorithms [12, 13] .
SpCoNavi was assumed to use parameters estimated by SpCoSLAM. By converting semantic maps rather than spatial concepts into random variable formats compatible with SpCoNavi, the applicability of our approach is expected to increase, e.g., extracting semantic information from guide maps in buildings. Moreover, because spatial concepts do not depend on mobile robot mechanisms, it will be possible to transfer spatial concepts from different robots.
SpCoNavi is a method for probabilistic inference concerning decision-making on a Bayesian generative model of SpCoSLAM. In other words, decision-making was formulated by estimating the probabilistic distribution of path-trajectories. The theoretical framework of the CaI is associated with stochastic optimal and model predictive control, as well as RL [8, 36] . We believe that this framework will be highly applicable and have high generality.
We consider that the navigation approach from speech information adopted in our method can also be applied to visual images. In other words, when showing an image of the target place to the robot, it can move to that place. Moreover, the robot can navigate from images it has never seen before based on features similarities.
As a future prospect, a theoretical framework for probabilistic inference that integrates exploration by active-learning-based SpCoSLAM with the exploitation by SpCoNavi will be constructed. The robot will become capable of making decisions by switching navigation and acquisition of spatial concepts as required without possessing prior knowledge of the environment. This leads to further improvement of robot autonomy.
where DP() represents the Dirichlet process, Dir() is Dirichlet distribution, IW() is inverse-Wishart distribution, N () is multivariate normal distribution, and Mult() is multinomial distribution. See [37] for the specific formulas of the above probability distributions.
The probability distribution of Equation (A8) represents a motion model-a state transition model-in SLAM. The probability distribution of Equation (A9) represents a measurement model in SLAM.
The probability distribution of Equation (A11) can be defined as
.
(A15)
The probability distribution of Equation (A13) is approximated by unigram rescaling [38] , as
where B t denotes the number of words in the sentence and S t,b is b-th word in the sentence at time-step t. Figure C1 . Left: Graphical model of MDP with states and actions. Right: Graphical model for CaI with the optimality variables. This additional variable is a binary random variable, where Ot = 1 denotes that time-step t is optimal.
cumulative reward is estimated as
where r(s t , a t ) is a reward function, s t is a state variable, a t is an action variable, ϑ is a parameter for the policy function, and ϑ * is an optimal policy parameter. Note that s t and a t correspond to x t and u t in our method, respectively. From the viewpoint of CaI, the planning problem can be formulated as an inference on the probabilistic graphical model. Figure C1 shows the graphical models of Markov decision process (MDP) with an optimality variable O t . In the graphical model for CaI, the distribution denoting the generative process on the binary random variable O t is represented as p(O t = 1 | s t , a t ) = exp(r(s t , a t )).
(C2)
The (C3)
It means that the optimalities o 1:T are given as observations in a HMM-style models. Therefore, the trajectory probability is given by the product between its probability to occur according to the dynamics and the exponential of the cumulative reward along that trajectory. In this case, the policy function can be shown as π ϑ (s t , a t ) = p(a t | s t , ϑ). The optimal policy function can be shown as p(a t | s t , ϑ ) ≈ p(a t | s t , o t:T ); then, the right side is not related to the parameter ϑ.
Levine have described that the CaI makes it possible to apply various techniques of probabilistic inference, e.g., forward-backward algorithm and variational inference, to control and planning problems. See the paper [8] for details.
